
 

 

MEMBERSHIP OPEN TO EVERYONE  

“in partnership with  
Oregon State University” 

Schedule of Classes 
 World Cultures:  

  Great Britain 

 Arts 

 Humanities 

 Science 

 Issues & Ideas 
 

DISCOVER A WORLD OF KNOWLEDGE 
 

CLASSES BEGIN  
 January 9th 



 

 

FAQs 

WHAT IS ALL? 
 Opportunities for learning as a lifelong process 
 Presentations include lectures, panel discussions, videos, performance, and field trips  
 150± presentations organized into three ten-week terms for just $100 per year and a summer term. 
 350± members 

 Additional Information at: www.academyforlifelonglearning.org   

WHERE? 
 Most presentations held in the Meeting Hall 

of the First Congregational Church, United 
Church of Christ, 4515 SW West Hills Road   

 Ample parking 

 Wheelchair accessible 

 Sound system and listening devices for those 
with hearing limitations 

 See the ALL website to request other   
accommodations 

 Occasionally classes in other locations may 
not be able to accommodate persons with 
physical disabilities.   

HOW? 
 Join: Membership in ALL is $100 per year starting in any term.  Occasionally additional fees may be 

charged to cover class materials, travel, meals, etc.  Those interested in joining ALL can attend two classes 
without becoming a member. 

 Pay: Use your credit or debit card on our website (academyforlifelonglearning.org).  OR  
Complete the Membership Registration Form (INSERT 1) and mail it to our PO Box.  

 Register (preferably before December 11th):  To help plan for each class, please register online through 
our website OR Complete the Class Selection Form (INSERT 2) and mail it to our PO Box.  

Special Note: ALL is registered as a cultural organization with the Oregon Cultural Trust.  If you make a 
donation to ALL over and above your membership dues, and match that donation with a donation to the 
Cultural Trust, you can claim a tax credit on your Oregon tax return—up to $500 for an individual or $1,000 for 
a couple.  Go to the Trust website for more information—www.culturaltrust.org.  

CLASS CHANGE NOTIFICATION 

Changes to the published schedule may be made.  If the 
weather is questionable, members must evaluate their 
personal risk in attending class.   
 If a class must be changed, ALL will notify members 

by an email message and by placing a cancellation 
message on the ALL phone answering system.   

 When in doubt, check your email or call  
541-737-9405 to listen to any announcements.  

 It should be noted that in icy conditions, the better 
approach to the Church is from 53rd Street.   

HOW DO I CONTACT ALL?  
Address: Academy for Lifelong Learning 
 PO Box 923 
 Corvallis, OR   97339 
Phone: 541-737-9405 and leave a message.   
 We will return your call the next  
 business day. 
E-mail: admin@academyforlifelonglearning.org 
Web:  academyforlifelonglearning.org 
 (includes the current class information) 
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Vikings In the British Isles:  From the Medieval Period to Today Tuesday, January 9, 9:30 
 

“Beloved men, know that which is true:  this world ...nears its end.  And therefore things ... get ever 
worse ....  The Antichrist is coming, and then it will be awful and grim throughout the world!”  So were 
the words of a preacher named Wulfstan in the early 11th century.  In Wulfstan's mind, the Antichrist 
was the Vikings, who had spent the last 30 years carrying death and destruction to the English shore.  
In their long periods of contact with England, they influenced its languages, culture, architecture, and 
history.  Tekla Bude, OSU Assistant Professor of English, will present the many ways in which Norse 
people and culture shaped the British Isles.  Although she will focus primarily on the main period of 
Norse contact from the 8th-11th centuries, she will also reveal how this period still affects British culture 
and politics. 
Host: Dick Clinton 

 

English Country Life   Tuesday, January 16, 9:30 
 

In language, literature, and law, Americans owe a great debt to England.  Travel the English countryside to see ancient 
traditions revealed.  Travel photographer Don Lyon shows how our use of the English language evolved and how customs 
such as dancing around the maypole originated.  Also, rights we take for granted in this country had to be fought for and 
won by our English forebears and are still jealously guarded.  Enjoy this colorful tour with Don’s stunning photography and 
lively commentary. 
Host: Rich Wittrup 
 

Medieval England and Its Books Tuesday, January 23, 9:30 
 

It’s one thing to read secondhand accounts of the Middle Ages, but another thing entirely to meet the 
medieval period on its own terms, through its own favorite works of literature.  In this class, Tekla Bude, 
OSU Assistant Professor of English, will discuss some of the pivotal moments in the medieval period—the 
Norman Conquest, the Crusades, the Black Death, and the Hundred Years' War—by looking at writings 
created during each of these epochal events.  What secrets can medieval manuscripts tell us that normal 
history books leave out?  You won’t just learn history, you’ll also learn to read Old English and Middle 
English directly from the original texts of Beowulf and the Canterbury Tales! 
Host: Dick Clinton  
 

Shakespeare’s Ocean and the Birth of Global Capitalism  Tuesday, January 30, 9:30 
 

Richmond Barbour, OSU Professor of English, interrogates Shakespeare’s vision of the sea as a distinctive 
product of the generation that globalized England’s maritime ambitions.  The ocean figures vitally in 
numerous plays, the stage itself becoming a ship in Pericles and The Tempest.  The latter play’s sources 
include unpublished journals of the Virginia Company, whose shareholders, like the East India Company’s, 
included close associates of the playwright.  These connections invite us to find in Shakespeare’s deadly, 
mysteriously regenerative ocean traces of the losses and rewards of England’s maritime expansion. 
Host: David Eiseman 
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1. WORLD CULTURES: GREAT BRITAIN WINTER 2018 
Tuesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined.  

 Suggestions and Ideas 
ALL thrives on the suggestions and ideas of ALL Members.  You do not have to be a member of the Curriculum Committee 
or the Board of Directors to have a good idea.  With over 300 members, ALL has a vast level of experience and interests  
represented.  So if you read or hear of a topic that you think would make an interesting class, let ALL know about it.  It is 
helpful if you can also identify a specific speaker, but the ideas are most important.  Other suggestions about the classes, 
publications, etc. are always welcome, both the good and bad.  Also, any interest in volunteering is welcome, esp. on the 
Arts Strand.  You can send an email to admin@academyforlifelonglearning.org or hand a note or talk to a host before or 
after a class.  The information will be passed along to the right person for consideration. 



 

 

 

Two Lives of Isaac Newton Tuesday, February 13, 9:30 
 

Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was the most famous British scientist of the 18th century, celebrated across Europe as an icon of 
the new science.  But the image of Newton as an avatar of Enlightenment told only part of the story.  Newton secretly 
practiced alchemy and traded manuscripts and ideas in clandestine circles of alchemists.  Moreover, Newton was a heretic 
who did not believe in the Trinity.  He wrote a million words about religion, almost none of them published,  including his 
reconstruction of the Temple in Jerusalem that had been destroyed in 70 C.E.  Anita Guerrini, OSU Horning Professor of 
History, will explore Newton’s reputation in the 18th century and today and discuss how the rediscovery of Newton’s 
manuscripts in the 1960s radically changed our view of him. 
Host: Jim Nusrala  
 

The Success and Failure of the Tudor Monarchy Friday, February 16, 9:30 
 

The Tudors, especially Henry VIII and Elizabeth I, are among the most celebrated of English monarchs.  Henry turned 
England to Protestantism, while Elizabeth presided over a struggle to save the Kingdom.  Yet it may be that their failures 
were more significant than their achievements.  Randall McGowen, U of O Professor Emeritus of History, will weigh the 
arguments for each view. 
Host: Rich Wittrup 
 

Law & Order: UK—Gender in British Crime Dramas and Murder Mysteries Tuesday, February 20, 9:30 
 

Beyond “whodunit?” feminist analysis of British crime dramas and murder mysteries allows us to explore how gender is at 
work, sometimes reinforcing our ideas about women and men and sometimes challenging us to see gender in a new way. 
Susan M. Shaw, OSU Professor of Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, will explore cozies, academic mysteries, and  
hard-hitting dramas.  These expressions of crime, murder, and mayhem have many things to teach us about gender.  
Host: Rich Wittrup 
 

Britain’s Navy, 1500-1900: Achievement and Image  Tuesday, March 6, 9:30 
 

Paul Kopperman, OSU Professor of History, will trace the rise of Britain’s fleet from an amalgam of ships, many of them 
privately owned, to the most legendary of all navies.  He will note some of its best-known victories and greatest heroes—
Drake, Nelson—but also review its wider role, such as the part that it played in securing British trade, expanding the 
empire, and promoting science and medicine.  Finally, we will examine the implications of its legend, and both the awe 
and the envy that this legend inspired during the 19th century.  The British Navy achieved this pinnacle, beginning with its 
destruction of the Spanish Armanda in 1588. 
Host: Paul Van Loan  
 

Great Britain Dinner Wednesday, March 7, 5:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WINTER 2018 Continued   GREAT BRITAIN 
 Tuesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined 
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Soup: Consommé style with house-made sausage 
with truffles and herbs, fingerling potatoes and 
brunoise carrots [England] 

Vegetarian Soup Option:  Consommé style soup 
and laverbread with Caerphilly cheese [Wales] 

Main Course:  Deconstructed beef sirloin British 
clanger [England] with melba, pickled pearl  
onions, split baby carrots and rumbledethumps 
[Scotland] 

 

Vegetarian Option:  Cornish pasty [England] with 
pickled pearl onions, split baby carrots and  
rumbledethumps [Scotland] 

Dessert:  Sticky toffee pudding [England] 
Beverages:  Ice water, 1% milk, Allann Brothers 

regular and decaf coffee, tea, hot chocolate, and 
apple cider 

No-host Bar:  wine, beer, hard cider, mixed nuts 

Location: LaSells Stewart Center [Free campus parking after 5:00 PM] 
  

Cost:   $26, including gratuity [Submit Payment with Class Registration $]  [Please register early as space is limited.]  



 

 

2. ARTS WINTER 2018 
Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined. 

 

Too Pretty to Eat  Tuesday, January 9, 1:30 
 

Chefs throughout the world know that great food deserves a creative and aesthetically pleasing presentation.  We have 
always eaten with our eyes, but what we are looking for has changed over the years.  Join renowned chef Matt Bennett of 
Sybaris Bistro in Albany for this overview of food presentation from the Middle Ages to the present.  Yes, he will bring 
snacks!! 
Host: William Shumway 
 

Looking at Art Through Lenses of Blindness and Low Vision  Tuesday, January 16, 1:30 
 

Question: Why would anyone with sight loss want to visit a museum?  Answer: for the same reasons that other people do. 
Viewing works of art is a variable experience that does not require the use of one’s eyes.  The mind’s eye, multi-sensory 
engagement, participatory discussion, and personal background feed into how all people, regardless of ability, engage 
with visual information.  This talk by art historian, educator, and accessibility expert Georgia Krantz will explore the 
utilization of such tools to create accessible art-viewing experiences for people who are blind or have low vision.    
Host: Karen Crane  
 

A Scrap of Paper, Men in Drag, and Women Doing Stunts Tuesday, January 23, 1:30 
 

In honor of OSU’s Sesquicentennial, join Robert Leff, Majestic Theatre historian and exhibit 
curator, for a display of memorabilia and photos from a time when “The College Played 
the Majestic.”  Leff will share stories and histories of the college students who put on 
plays, talent shows, and concerts from 1914-1949.  As a treat for ALL, Jimbo Ivy, Majestic 
Theatre Supervisor, will give attendees a backstage tour.  This class is limited to 
35.  Registration is required and will be confirmed by email.   Attendees must provide 
their own transportation to the theatre.      
Host: Sue Shumway  

 

Music as a Mirror of Its Time and Place Tuesday, January 30, 1:30 
 

No matter if you are a seasoned music patron or rarely attend a concert, this dynamic series of video lectures from The 
Great Courses program will inform and entertain you.  Professor Robert Greenburg, Music Historian-in-Residence with San 
Francisco Performances and composer, will explain how music reflects history.  He will discuss, with great expertise and 
some humor thrown in, the concepts of popular versus concert music, the math related to modern tonality, and then 
delve into early Renaissance music in this first installment of the How to Listen to and Understand Great Music series. 
Host: Karen Crane  
 

Gangsters in Hollywood  Tuesday, February 6, 9:30 
 

Here’s an old joke: the Mafia tried to move in on the Hollywood studios but they couldn’t figure out 
how the industry accountants cooked the books.  Jon Lewis, OSU Distinguished Professor of Film 
Studies, describes how mob involvement in Hollywood dates to the 1920s and persists today, tracking 
Mafia activities in Tinseltown from Depression-era money-laundering schemes through a handful of 
mobster/movie star scandals in the 1950s, to the Cosa Nostra-Vatican alliance that financed The 
Godfather in 1972. 
Host: John Ringle  
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WINTER 2018 Continued   ARTS 
 Tuesdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined 

 

Science and Art: An Interdisciplinary Conversation Tuesday, February 6, 1:30 
 

At their core, science and art are processes that are used to describe the world around us.  
Historically, these disciplines were closely linked, but this connection has weakened over the last 
century.  Today, scientists and artists are reconnecting to explore how the disciplines can inform 
and enrich each other. Jerri Bartholomew, OSU Professor and Head of the Department of 
Microbiology, will discuss her own research on enigmatic fish parasites, Myxozoa, and how she 
uses art to explore and inform her science.   
Host: William Shumway 

 

The Albany Carousel: From First Thought to Gorgeous Completion! Tuesday, February 13, 1:30 
 

Have you seen the newly completed Albany Carousel?  It’s beautiful—a spectacular 
building that houses a carousel filled with striking hand-carved animals.  Come listen as 
project founder and guiding light Wendy Kirbey talks about the process of building the 
carousel from the ground up.  The original conception of the idea, finding a carousel mechanism, recruiting sculptors and 
painters, designing the building, and funding the entire project will be included in this presentation.  Come hear about a 
local attraction that OPB calls a “world-class carousel!” 
Host: Karen Crane 
 

Fifty-Word Stories: Write Them, Publish Them, Impress Your Friends Tuesday, February 27, 1:30 
 

Fifty-word stories (exactly 50 words) seem difficult, but are actually easy to write.  By writing them 
you rapidly learn the skills of conciseness, shortening, and word choice, skills that will help all your 
writing.  In this class you will write a 50 word story and submit it to fiftywordstories.com.  Stories from 
this class will be published.  This description contains 82 words.  As an exercise, shorten it to 50.  You 
can do it.  The presenter, Harry Demarest, has published 40 short works.  
Host: Sue Shumway  

 

How to Appreciate Great Art Session 3: The Final Composition Tuesday, March 6, 1:30 
 

Using the “4-S” approach—shape, shade, shadow, and space—artists create the images that grace the halls of museums 
and galleries.  Join us in Session 3 of How to Appreciate Great Art as we take what we have learned so far and see how 
everything comes together in a final composition.  The audience is encouraged to bring artwork from their own collections 
for illustration and discussion with our visiting artist(s).  Attendance at previous classes not required.  
Host: Sue Shumway  
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As you think about your year-end donations, we hope that you will keep ALL in mind.  The Academy for Lifelong Learning 
is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.  While annual membership dues and various event fees are not tax deductible, donations 
to ALL—over and above dues—are tax deductible.  Your donations can support one or more of our three funds: 

 The Membership Assistance Fund provides a limited number of grants to ALL members who need financial  
assistance to pay their annual membership dues. 

 The Scholarship Fund provides one or two $1,000 scholarships to undergraduate OSU students who exhibit  
financial need and who are working toward a career that will promote lifelong learning opportunities. 

 The Operations Fund provides extra support for ALL in its mission of providing ongoing educational opportunities to 
all of its members. 

To make a donation online, click on Donate Now under the Make a Donation tab on the ALL website; you will be  
connected to the ALL secure donation processing system.  Donations can also be made by mail using the Membership  
Registration Form (Insert 1).  All donations to these funds are tax deductible as allowed by law.  As noted on page 2, ALL is  
registered as a cultural organization with the Oregon Cultural Trust.   

MAKE A YEAR-END DONATION TO ALL 



 

 

Choice at the End of Life: 20 Years of Death with Dignity Wednesday, January 10, 9:30 
 

Dr. David Grube, retired family physician and National Medical Director of Compassion and Choices since 2015, will discuss 
the Oregon Death with Dignity Act.  The Act was a citizens’ initiative passed twice by Oregon voters. The first time was in a 
general election in November 1994.  An injunction delayed implementation of the Act until it was lifted on October 27, 
1997.  In November 1997, a measure was placed on the general election ballot to repeal the Act.  Voters chose to retain 
the Act by a margin of 60 percent to 40 percent.  Thus, 2017 marks the 20th anniversary of medical aid in dying.  Four other 
states and the District of Columbia have subsequently approved laws based upon Oregon’s, and over 20 state legislatures 
are now considering bills allowing for a terminally ill patient to receive a lethal medication from their physician. 
Host: Meg Scanlan 
  

Old Mill Center for Children and Famlies - Today and Tomorrow  Wednesday, January 17, 9:30 
 

Forty years ago the Old Mill School opened its doors to seven families.  Bev Larson, EdD, and her friend, Barb Kralj, dared 
to dream that a preschool integrating special-needs kids with mainstream kids could be beneficial for both groups.  The 
Old Mill School has grown into the Old Mill Center for Children and Families.  The cornerstone of the Center is still the 
Integrated Preschool, but now the Center offers prevention, intervention, and therapy to kids from birth to age 18,  
reaching over 2000 children per year.  Kate Caldwell and Bettina Schemph from Old Mill Center will share a retrospective 
of the Center and a perspective of the work the staff undertakes each day, the causes for families to seek assistance, and 
the impact their work has on our children and our community. 
Host: Cliff Trow 
 

Sanctioned Savagery: Can Football Survive the Concussion Crisis?  Wednesday, January 24, 9:30 
 

Michael Oriard, OSU Distinguished Professor Emeritus of English and former NFL player, will be 
the presenter for this timely topic of the concussion crisis in football.   Fans have always known 
that football was dangerous, sometimes even lethal.  But the benefits always seemed to 
outweigh the risks—that is, until signs of  Chromatic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) were 
found in the brain of Hall of Fame center Mike Webster, dead in 2002 at the age of 50.  Now 
fans and those who run the game have to wrestle with a fundamental question:  how safe can 
football be and still be football?  The history of the sport, in part as represented by artists and 

illustrators, reveals just how challenging that question is. 
Host: Meg Scanlan 
 

Harriett Tubman and the Underground Railroad Wednesday, January 31, 9:30 
 

In 1849, Harriet Tubman, a slave in Maryland, fled north to freedom using what is now known as the Underground 
Railroad.  Retired businessman Roger Blaine traces her flight on a day-by-day basis—taking the same path and stopping at 
the same stations as Tubman.  Once free, Tubman returned 12 more times to Maryland to help guide others to freedom.  
Blaine will share some of the experiences and the tradecraft used by fugitive slaves so successfully. 
Host: Roger Blaine 
 

Health, Money, and Fear Wednesday, February 7, 9:30 
 

Health, money, and fear are the three main characteristics of today’s American Health Care System, or, as 
Paul Hochfeld, M.D., calls it, “Sick Care.”  Dr. Hochfeld, proclaimed the Mad As Hell doctor,  has traveled 
the country touting the need for a “Single Payer” system.  He even crashed President Obama’s White 
House lawn party introducing the Affordable Care Act, broadcasting his ejection on radio around the 
country.  If Dr. Hochfeld was “madder than hell” back then, he’s even madder today.  He’ll tell you why, 
and what you can do if you’re “mad as hell” too, about the “Sick Care” system in America. 
Host: Dick Weinman 
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3. HUMANITIES WINTER 2018 
Wednesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined. 
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WINTER 2018 Continued   HUMANITIES 
 Wednesdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined 

Empathetic Policing Wednesday, February 14, 9:30 
 

Corvallis Police Chief John Sassaman will bring an informative and interactive presentation 
on policing issues and practices in Corvallis and beyond.  He will describe how his 
recruitment, hiring, and training practices are designed to build a police department that 
reflects and can work with the community.  Chief Sassaman will use a variety of 
presentation approaches to engage the audience in critical issues and personal concerns.  
He may even demonstrate use of technological tools used in modern policing. 
Host: Brooke Collison 

 

Tribal Warfare In America Wednesday, February 21, 9:30 
 

Public discourse in American society today has degenerated into the throwing of epithets back and forth.  The warring 
sides build barriers to protect their way of thinking and doing.  They belittle the thoughts and actions of “the other.”  Court 
Smith, OSU Professor Emeritus of Anthropology, relates America’s warring tribes to stories from anthropology to help 
highlight how current behaviors are, and are not ,similar to behaviors in earlier tribal societies. 
Host: Dick Weinman 
 

Critical Citizenship Wednesday, February 28, 9:30 
 

Critical thinking may be described as the ability to change one’s mind.  Amy Koehlinger, OSU Associate Professor of 
History, will discuss OSU’s activities in “critical citizenship,” the aim of which are encouraging clearer thinking about such 
American issues as  xenophobia, racism, sexism, and ableism.  
Host: Roger Blaine  
 

Space, Light, Matter, Fire: Night of Fire Book Review Wednesday, March 7, 9:30 
 

Charles Vars, OSU Professor Emeritus of Economics, reviews Colin Thubron’s most recent 
novel, Night of Fire, a thought-provoking book asking big questions about life, space, 
modern history, and the human brain.  If you think of art and religion as involving 
mysteries of wholes and parts, presences and absences, you may discover Thubron’s 
unremitting interrogation of the Heidiggeran mystery of Dasein, of “there-being,” makes 
Night of Fire a probable masterpiece. 
Host: Cliff Trow  

 

Can Be Anywhere: Learning Through Service Abroad in the “Beavers Without Borders” Program  Wed., March 14, 9:30 
 

Most students at OSU don’t get the opportunity to study abroad.  This is especially true for student-
athletes, whose athletic commitments often stand in the way of studying in other countries.  The 
Beavers Without Borders program seeks to remedy this, offering students the chance to engage in 
learning through service abroad while experiencing life in a different culture. The program has 
served dozens of students since it started in 2011 and has gone to the Dominican Republic, Costa 
Rica, Macedonia, Ethiopia, and Guatemala.  David Bernell, OSU Associate Professor of Political 
Science, will discuss his experiences with the program, his work with student-athletes abroad, and 
the value of expanding OSU’s curriculum to extend around the world. 
Host: Cliff Trow  

Spread the Word: 
ALL Bookmarks Available In the  

Classroom 



 

 

4. SCIENCE  WINTER 2018 
Thursdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined. 

 

Clinical Medicine: Where Science Ends and Art Begins   Thursday, January 11, 9:30 
 

How can we use the information given to us to make our own health decisions?  Please join Chinh Le, MD, retired 
physician and former Clinical Professor of Family and Community Medicine, UC San Francisco, to review the merits and 
limitations of “evidence-based” medical practice.  As examples, we will examine the recommendations for influenza 
vaccine, cholesterol-lowering drugs, cancer screening, and antibiotic prescriptions.   We will conclude with what is meant 
by the new motto for provider-patient relationship: “Shared Decisions.”   
Host: Len Maki 
 

What’s Going On at CERN? Thursday, January 18, 9:30 
 

CERN—the European Center for Nuclear Research—is a laboratory for groundbreaking research in 
particle physics, exploring the fundamental laws of nature.  It is most famous for the discovery of the 
Higgs boson, but is also one of the world’s most successful experiments in international collaboration.  
OSU Physics Department Chair Heidi Schellman explains what it does, why, and how it does it, and what 
it’s like hanging out with 3,000 physicists. 
Host: Bill Wickes 

 

All about Fungi: From the Basics to Recent Developments Thursday, January 25, 9:30 
 

Fungi are a ubiquitous group of organisms that are little known by most people.  This class will cover basic information 
about fungi, their major groups, what they do, and how they influence human affairs.  Ranging in size from microscopic 
yeast fungi used for making bread and beer to the humongous fungus crossing international borders, fungi remain hidden 
for most of their lives as microscopic threads.  Fungi cause significant diseases of crop plants and trees including invasive 
fungi such as the cause of chestnut blight, which changed the landscape of  eastern North America.  Come and learn about 
the amazing fungus among us!  Amy Y. Rossman, Ph.D., recently retired to Corvallis after serving for 30 years as Research 
Leader of the Mycology Laboratory and Director of the U.S. National Fungus Collections, will present. 
Host: Bill Peterschmidt 
 

Fossil Hide-&-Seek on the Oregon Coast Thursday, February 1, 9:30 
 

Oregon’s sandy beaches are well known for their shells, sand dollars, and agates.  Not so well known are the wide variety 
of marine and mammal fossils.  Guy DiTorrice ( aka “Oregon Fossil Guy” ) will describe and share fossils found on our 
coastal beaches.  He will describe various bivalve,  gastropod, wood, and bone fossils and where they can be found.  He 
will also display numerous Oregon beach fossils.  You will never walk on the beach the same way again! 
Host: Len Maki  
 

The Weird and Wonderful World of Wildlife   Thursday, February 8, 9:30  
 

From ticks to elk, wrens to shrimp, the world of wildlife is infinitely interesting—and weird, especially 
when viewed through the slightly off-center lens of Corvallis author Pat Wray.  He will combine well-
researched and little-known information about wildlife species with his personal outdoor experiences 
to provide an entertaining and informative presentation.  
Host: Ron Coffee  
 

Oregon Coast Hazards: Earthquakes, El Niños, and Rising Sea Levels Thursday, February 15, 9:30 
 

The Oregon coast faces multiple natural hazards. The collision of Earth’s tectonic plates have in the distant past generated 
strong earthquakes and tsunamis, the repeat of which will result in massive destruction today.  Winter storms generate 
waves that impact properties, while El Niños have caused extensive beach erosion and property losses.  Paul Komar, OSU 
Professor Emeritus of Oceanography, will review recent research findings that document these hazards. 
Host: Len Maki  
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WINTER 2018 Continued   SCIENCE 
 Thursdays, 9:30 - 11:30 AM unless date & time underlined 
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EPA Ecological Research Lab in Corvallis: Environmental Science of National Importance Thursday, February 22, 9:30 
 

Have you ever wondered about that federal facility on 35th Street?  The 10-acre 
facility across from OSU is the Western Ecology Division (WED) of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).   The research conducted by scientists at 
this world-class research facility has far-reaching significance for local, regional, 
and national-level decision making.  The WED Director, Alan Thornhill, Ph.D., will 
outline the role the WED plays within the EPA and describe some of the 
innovative ecological research being conducted. 
Host: Tim Cowles 
 

Lighting for Health, Using Nature as a Model   Thursday, March 1, 9:30 
 

Research has found that lighting impacts health through the visual, circadian, and perceptual human systems.  Milena 
Simeonova, Architect, MS in Lighting, will describe the many positive and negative ways that lighting impacts human 
health.  She will describe ways in which interior lighting can be made to help provide healthier environments for people. 
Host: Len Maki  
 
A Day in The Life of Open Ocean Phytoplankton Thursday, March 8, 9:30 

 

Technological advances in the last decade now allow us to observe and quantify growth and loss 
rates of phytoplankton at the time and space scales unique to these single-celled plants.  Angel 
White, OSU Associate Professor of Oceanography, will share how her research group uses 
autonomous platforms and high-resolution shipboard measurements to quantify these rates and 
to show the important linkages between open ocean biology and critical issues impacting human 
health.  

Host: Tim Cowles 
 

What’s Going on in the Universe (And How Little We Know About It) Thursday, March 15, 9:30 
 

Only five percent of the mass-energy of the universe is made up of matter as we know it: 
atoms, photons, neutrinos, and the like. Dark matter—presumably particles, not one of 
which has ever been detected—constitutes another 27 percent.  The remaining 68 
percent is dark energy, a mysterious entity that is gradually tearing the universe apart.   Al 
Stetz, OSU Professor Emeritus of Physics, will review the science and evidence for these 
remarkable conclusions. 
Host: Bill Wickes  



 

 

5. ISSUES & IDEAS WINTER 2018 
Thursdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined 
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At the Intercept of Science and Religion Thursday, January 11, 1:30 
 

Like so many religions, science tells us that “we are all one” and provides a measurable construct 
by which to interpret this observation.  Meanwhile quantum mechanics has placed us, the 
observer, square in the center of objective research findings.  Jeff Hess, an artist living in Corvallis 
who retired from a career in science, leads a metaphysical exploration of “what it all means” based 
on the observation of fractal-like self-similarities between science and religion.   
Host: Marge Popp  

 

Innovate and Integrate: Plan for Inclusive Excellence at Oregon State Thursday, January 18, 1:30 
 

The Office of Institutional Diversity designs, plans, leads, and implements—in collaboration with 
university partners—institutional change actions, initiatives, and communications to advance 
diversity, equity, and inclusion throughout all facets of Oregon State University.   Charlene Alexander, 
the new OSU Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer, shares her vision for this work at OSU, 
focusing on recruitment and retention of students, faculty, and staff to promote diversity.  She will 
also shine light on stories of success in the OSU community.  
Host: Bill Kemper 
 

Micro-credentials and the Future of Education Thursday, January 25, 1:30 
 

Education today has become increasingly personalized while at the same time responding to modern workplace demands 
for specific skill sets. In this talk, Randy Macdonald, Ph.D., program manager for the Oregon Computer Science Teachers 
Association and manager of Innovation Academy (an afterschool STEM program for middle and high school students), will 
describe how micro-credentialing and digital badges meet some of these demands and have the potential to transform the 
shape of education in the future. 
Host: Philip Lewin 
 

Last Stand at the Fake News Corral: Community Newspapers In 2017 Thursday, February 1, 1:30 
 

Mike McInally, editor of the Corvallis Gazette-Times and Albany Democrat-Herald, will offer a blunt 
assessment of the challenges and rewards of working at small newspapers.  He also will discuss which 
comic strips would be dropped from the paper in a perfect world.  At the end of the session, 
participants (working from lists of local, state, national, and world stories from one day’s edition) will 
attempt to reach consensus on the stories that should go on the front page of that edition.  Near the 
end of this exercise, McInally will slip out of the room before fisticuffs ensue! 
Host: Bill Hohenboken 

 

Why We Still Need Public Libraries:  How Your Library Serves You  Thursday, February 8, 1:30 
 

Ashlee Chavez, Library Director of the Corvallis Benton County Public Library [CBCPL], will discuss the 
relevance and importance of libraries in the 21st century.  The presentation will cover the role of 
modern public libraries in society and the varied ways our local library serves the community.  Beyond 
reviewing the array of current services and needs, we will consider the future of libraries and what 
CBCPL is doing to plan ahead for success. 
Host: Bill Hohenboken 



 

 

WINTER 2018 Continued   ISSUES & IDEAS 
 Thursdays, 1:30 - 3:30 PM unless date & time underlined 

 

Dreaming in Turtle: Timeless Allure, Illicit Markets, and Imminent Extinction Thursday, February 15, 1:30 
 

The strange and marvelous turtles and tortoises are among the most trafficked and endangered animals 
alive today, threatened by human greed, pragmatism, and rationalization.  Their story, told by Peter 
Laufer, University of Oregon Professor of Journalism and award-winning author and documentarian, 
features turtles and tortoises along with both shady and heroic human characters, in a worldwide 
confluence of global trade, consumer demand, and human frailty. 
Host: Philip Lewin  

 

Rethinking Global Warming Solutions in an Era of Dramatic Change Thursday, February 22, 1:30 
 

Do you feel helpless, wondering what you can do to combat climate change?  Would you like to 
take immediate action, but you aren’t sure how?  Carla Wise, Ph.D., a writer and local leader for 
Citizens’ Climate Lobby and Philip Harding, Linus Pauling Chair and Associate Head in Chemical 
Engineering at OSU, will give an update on emissions, energy, and political trends.  They will 
discuss prospects for enacting a revenue-neutral carbon fee, a non-partisan approach that can 
swiftly and dramatically reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions and encourage other countries to 
follow.  After the presentation, there will be an opportunity to discuss in more detail 
government/administrative progress and techno-economic opportunities. 
Host: Bill Kemper  
 

Leadership of Public Opinion: Democratized to Death or Does Advertising Really Work? Thursday, March 1, 1:30 
 

The expansion of unchecked channels of communication now available to many of the world’s citizens has irretrievably 
altered the creation and nature of “public opinion.”  Daniel Lykins, Executive Director of OSU’s College of Business, will 
present the origins of the commercially defined elite leadership of opinion via advertising and the more contemporary rise 
of opinion leadership by the uninformed and disingenuous. 
Host: Judy Ringle 
 

Brain Aging: Why You and Your Dog Can’t Find Your Keys   Thursday, March 8, 1:30 
 

Aging is associated with many changes in the body and the brain is not spared.  There are many brain functions, such as 
memory and cognitive flexibility, that generally show declines during aging.  Some functions such as world knowledge and 
language are relatively spared.  Our pets can also be impacted by cognitive dysfunction.  In this class, Kathy Magnusson, 
OSU College of Veterinary Medicine Professor of Neurosciences, will explore brain changes that occur during aging and 
interventions for us and our pets that show promise for reducing the impact of aging. 
Host: Marge Popp 
 

What Farm Kids Can Bring to the Knowledge Economy Thursday, March 15, 1:30 
 

A century ago many of our greatest thinkers, scientists, and inventors grew up 
on farms.  But today, with just four percent of our workforce in agriculture, the 
farm remains important for the knowledge economy.  The tinkering, problem 
solving, and resilience required on a farm, plus “soft skills” of showing up and 
getting jobs done, make farm kids a unique talent pool for high-tech 
manufacturers and technology.  Oregonian columnist, Tim Nesbitt will discuss 
how this can work to improve education and workforce training.  
Host: Judy Ringle 
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Before sending in or submitting your registration form, take a moment and either make a copy of it or use 
this page to note which classes you selected.  You will then have a record of your expressed intentions.   
Exceptional dates and times are in Bold print.  If a                  symbol is shown, the class/event is not at the 
First Congregational Church.  Please plan transportation accordingly.  Registration can be done online on 
the ALL website [www.academyforlifelonglearning.org] or by mail.   

3. Humanities 

Wednesday, Jan.  24, 9:30-11:30: Can Football Survive the 
 Concussion Crisis? 

Wednesday, Jan. 17, 9:30-11:30: Old Mill Center 

Wednesday, Jan.  10, 9:30-11:30: 20 Years of Death with 
 Dignity 

Wednesday, Jan.  31, 9:30-11:30: Harriett Tubman and the 
 Underground Railroad 

Wednesday, Feb. 7, 9:30-11:30: Health, Money, and Fear 

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 9:30-11:30: Critical Citizenship 

Wednesday, March 7, 9:30-11:30: Night of Fire Book Review 

Wednesday, Feb. 21, 9:30-11:30: Tribal Warfare In America 

Wednesday, Feb.  14, 9:30-11:30: Empathetic Policing 

Wednesday, March 14, 9:30-11:30: Beavers Without Borders 

4. Science  

Thursday, Jan. 11, 9:30-11:30: Clinical Medicine: Science & Art 

Thursday, Jan. 18, 9:30-11:30: What’s Going On at CERN? 

Thursday, Jan. 25, 9:30-11:30: All about Fungi 

Thursday, Feb. 1, 9:30-11:30: Fossil Hide-&-Seek on the Oregon Coast 

Thursday, Feb. 8, 9:30-11:30: Weird & Wonderful World of Wildlife   

Thursday, Feb. 15, 9:30-11:30: Oregon Coast Hazards 

Thursday, Feb. 22, 9:30-11:30: EPA Ecological Research Lab  

Thursday, March 8, 9:30-11:30: Life of Open Ocean Phytoplankton 

Thursday, March 15, 9:30-11:30: What’s Going on in the Universe 

Thursday, March 1, 9:30-11:30 Lighting for Health... 

Issues & Ideas

Thursday, Feb. 1, 1:30-3:30: Community Newspapers In 2017 

Thursday, Jan.  11, 1:30-3:30: The Intercept of Science and Religion 

Thursday, March 1, 1:30-3:30: Leadership of Public Opinion:  

Thursday, Feb. 8, 1:30-3:30: Why We Still Need Public Libraries 

Thursday, Jan. 18, 1:30-3:30: Plan for Inclusive Excellence at OSU 

Thursday,  Jan. 25, 1:30-3:30: Micro-credentials & Future of Education 

Thursday, Feb. 22, 1:30-3:30: Rethinking Global Warming Solutions  

Thursday, March 8, 1:30-3:30: Brain Aging 

Thursday, Feb. 15, 1:30-3:30: Dreaming in Turtle  

Thursday, March 15, 1:30-3:30: What Farm Kids Can Bring ... 

1. Great Britain 

Tuesday, Jan. 9, 9:30-11:30: Vikings In the British Isles 

Tuesday, Jan. 16, 9:30-11:30: English Country Life   

Tuesday, Jan. 30, 9:30-11:30: Shakespeare’s Ocean and 
 the Birth of Global Capitalism  

Tuesday, Feb. 13, 9:30-11:30: Two Lives of Isaac Newton 

Friday, Feb.  16, 9:30-11:30: Success and Failure of the 
 Tudor Monarchy 

Tues., Feb. 20, 9:30-11:30: Law & Order: UK—Gender 
 in British Crime ... Mysteries 

Tues., March 6, 9:30-11:30: Britain’s Navy, 1500-1900 

Tuesday, Jan. 23, 9:30-11:30 Medieval England and Its Books 

Wed., March 7, 5:30: Great Britain Dinner $  

2. Arts  

Tuesday, Feb. 6, 9:30-11:30: Gangsters in Hollywood  

Tuesday, March 6, 1:30-3:30: How to Appreciate Great 
 Art... 

Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1:30-3:30: Fifty-Word Stories 

Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1:30-3:30: The Albany Carousel 

Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1:30-3:30:  Too Pretty to Eat  

Tuesday, Jan. 16, 1:30-3:30: Looking at Art ...Lenses of 
 Blindness and Low Vision  

Tuesday, Jan. 30, 1:30-3:30: Music as a Mirror of Its Time 
 and Place 

Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1:30-3:30: Science and Art 

Tuesday, Jan.  23, 1:30-3:30: OSU Students & Majestic 
 Theater [35 Max, Register Early] 



 

 

NO MORNING CLASS 
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NO AFTERNOON CLASS 

NO MORNING CLASS 

NO AFTERNOON CLASS 

January 9 
9:30-11:30 Vikings In the British 

Isles 
1:30-3:30 Too Pretty to Eat  

January 10 
9:30-11:30 20 Years of Death 

with Dignity 
 

January 11 
9:30-11:30 Clinical Medicine: 

Science & Art 
1:30-3:30 The Intercept of  

Science and Religion 

 

January 16 
9:30-11:30 English Country Life   
 
1:30-3:30 Looking at Art … Blind-

ness and Low Vision 

January 17 
9:30-11:30 Old Mill Center 
 

January 18 
9:30-11:30 What’s Going On at 

CERN? 
1:30-3:30 Plan for Inclusive  

Excellence at OSU 

 

January 23 
9:30-11:30 Medieval England 

and Its Books 
1:30-3:30 OSU Students &  

Majestic Theater [35 Max] 

January 24 
9:30-11:30 Can Football Survive 

the Concussion Crisis? 
 

January 25 
9:30-11:30 All about Fungi 
 
1:30-3:30 Micro-credentials and 

Future of Education 

 

January 30 
9:30-11:30 Shakespeare’s 

Ocean ...Birth of ... Capitalism  
1:30-3:30 Music as a Mirror of 

Its Time and Place 

January 31 
9:30-11:30 Harriett Tubman and 

the Underground Railroad 

February 1 
9:30-11:30 Fossil Hide-&-Seek on 

the Oregon Coast 
1:30-3:30 Community  

Newspapers In 2017 

 

February 6 
9:30-11:30 Gangsters in  

Hollywood  
1:30-3:30 Science and Art 

February 7 
9:30-11:30 Health, Money, and 

Fear 
 

February 8 
9:30-11:30 Weird & Wonderful 

World of Wildlife    
1:30-3:30 Why We Still Need 

Public Libraries 

 

February 13 
9:30-11:30 Two Lives of Isaac 

Newton 
1:30-3:30 The Albany Carousel 

February 14 
9:30-11:30 Empathetic Policing 
 

February 15 
9:30-11:30 Oregon Coast  

Hazards  
1:30-3:30 Dreaming in Turtle  

FRIDAY Feb. 16 
9:30-11:30 Success and  

Failure of the Tudor  
Monarchy 

February 20 
9:30-11:30 Law & Order: UK—

Gender in British Crime ...  
 

February 21 
9:30-11:30 Tribal Warfare In 

America 
 

February 22 
9:30-11:30 EPA Ecological  

Research Lab  
1:30-3:30 Rethinking Global 

Warming Solutions  

 

February 27 
 
 
1:30-3:30 Fifty-Word Stories 

February 28 
9:30-11:30 Critical Citizenship 
 
 

March 1 
9:30-11:30 Lighting for Health... 
 
1:30-3:30 Leadership of Public 

Opinion  

 

March 6 
9:30-11:30 Britain’s Navy,  

1500-1900 
1:30-3:30 How to Appreciate 

Great Art... 

March 7 
9:30-11:30 Night of Fire Book 

Review 
5:30 Great Britain Dinner $  

March 8 
9:30-11:30 Life of Open Ocean 

Phytoplankton 
1:30-3:30 Brain Aging 
 

 

March 13 
 
 
 

March 14 
9:30-11:30 Beavers Without 

Borders  

March 15 
9:30-11:30 What’s Going on in 

the Universe  
1:30-3:30: What Farm Kids Can 

Bring ... 

 

LOOK FOR  
Spring  

SCHEDULE OF 
CLASSES 

TUESDAY 
AM Great Britain 
PM Arts 

WEDNESDAY 
AM Humanities 

THURSDAY 
AM Science 
PM Issues & Ideas 

Of Special Note 
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